Research Software Engineer (m/f/d)

Research & Development

Innsbruck, Austria

Professionals
Fulltime 38,5h
Permanent

Your Tasks

- Pioneering prototypes and finalizing state-of-the-art reinforcement learning systems for production
- Taking the lead in crafting pivotal product features and charting our system's ongoing evolution
- Influencing our product's strategic direction by defining game-changing features, orchestrating system architecture, and endorsing industry best practices
- Applying expertise in cloud architectures and Web services to foster a reliable, high-performing platform

Your Profile

- Degree (Bachelor's, Master's, or PhD) in Computer Engineering, Statistics, Data Science, Electrical Engineering, or a related field
- Proficiency in one or more areas: reinforcement learning, machine learning, recommendation systems, pattern recognition, data mining, or artificial intelligence, with some focus on self-adjusting systems
- Advanced programming skills with hands-on experience in developing applications using object-oriented languages. Familiarity with design patterns, standard frameworks, and protocols is a plus
- Experience with Deep Learning techniques and language processing challenges; practical-level knowledge with open-source ML toolkits such as PyTorch or TensorFlow
Your Benefits

- Central Location
- Employee Discounts
- Flexible Hours
- International Environment
- Onboarding
- Workplace Well-Being

Further Information

Minimum Salary
Annual gross salary from € 48,760.78, based on professional qualification and experience.

Earliest Entry Date
This position is to be filled immediately.

Your Contact Person
If you have any questions please contact Marina Engl.

Join an award-winning employer

About MED-EL
MED-EL is a leading manufacturer of innovative medical devices for the treatment of various types and degrees of hearing loss. Our unique portfolio of implantable hearing solutions benefits thousands of individuals in more than 130 countries worldwide. With headquarters in Innsbruck, Austria, MED-EL has over 2,500 employees around the world.

Want to join a company that helps bring the joy of sound to people with hearing loss? Apply now!

Contact

MED-EL Medical Electronics
Headquarters
Fürstenweg 77a
6020 Innsbruck, Austria

Tel +43 5 7788 7788
jobs.medel.com